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Gaelic Articles & Additional Resources 

Resources 
Gaelic in the Classroom - Highland Council 
Gaelic names of beasts - archive.org 
Angus MacLeod reading the first section of “Gaelic Idioms and Expressions” - YouTube 
Gaelic Language Plans, Scotland 

The Daily Gael - website, twitter 
Scots Gaelic for - twitter 

Maps 
Modern Distribution of Celtic Languages in the 21st Century - Brilliant Maps • 

History and Myths of Scottish Language, by Paul Kavanagh 

A History of Scottish Languages, part 1 • 
Part 2 • 
Part 3 • 
Part 4 • 
Part 5 • 
Part 6 • 
Part 7 • 
Part 8 • 
Part 9 • 
Part 10 • 

Scotland’s Language Myths 
Part 1: Scots is a dialect of English • 
Part 2: Public signs in Scottish languages are nationalist propaganda • 
Part 3: It’s a waste of children’s time learning Gaelic or Scots • 
Part 4: Gaelic has nothing to do with the Lowlands • 
Part 5: Public signs in Gaelic or Scots are a waste of money • 

Articles 
Links to useful Gaelic websites and articles. Note that I may or may not agree with the content of 
news articles but am providing them here for discussion. Sometimes the link might change and these 
will generate a 404 error. Please let me know if a link doesn't work, or if you find something to add. 
Móran Taing. 

Articles in Gaelic 

Ag ithe a-muigh ann a Bhancùbhar - The Scotsman • 
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http://ww2.highland.gov.uk/highland_council_gaelic_toolkit/gaelic_toolkit/in_the_classroom
https://archive.org/details/gaelicnamesofbea00forb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDBpoPohV4Y
https://gaeliclanguageplansscotland.org.uk/en/
https://dailygael.com
https://twitter.com/DailyGael
https://twitter.com/ScotsGaelicfor
https://brilliantmaps.com/celtic-languages/
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224074514/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1467-language-history-part-1.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110130054707/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/features/1514-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-2
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224073525/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1521-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-3.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224074534/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1530-a-history-of-scottisg-languages-part-4.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224073530/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1533-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-5.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224075150/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1541-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-6.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224074812/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1542-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-7.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224075158/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1555-a-history-of-scottish-languages-part-8.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224074546/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1561-scottish-languages-history-scotland.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110224074757/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1324-a-history-of-scottish-languages.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110222225037/http://www.newsnetscotland.com/affairs-scotland/1666-scotland-language.html
https://newsnet.scot/archive/scotlands-language-myths-2-public-signs-in-scottish-languages-is-nationalist-propaganda/
https://newsnet.scot/archive/scotland-language-2/
https://newsnet.scot/archive/scotlands-language-myths-4-gaelic-is-only-a-highland-language/
https://newsnet.scot/archive/scotlands-language-myths-5-public-signs-in-gaelic-or-scots-are-a-waste-of-money/
https://www.scotsman.com/arts-and-culture/ag-ithe-muigh-ann-bhancubhar-2463554
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Culture, Music, & Mythology 

2016: The bizarre theft of a Celtic sea god - BBC 
2018: Supernatural Creatures in Scottish Folklore - Historical Environment Scotland blog 

Gaelic, English, and Controversies 

4 changes to English so subtle we hardly notice they're happening - The Week 
25 maps that explain the English language - Vox 

A cure has been found for Irish-language phobia - The Irish Times 
“A’ ghailleann”: On Language-Learning and the Decolonisation of the Mind - the-toast.net 
A Gaelic map isn’t ‘Gaelic imperialism’, it’s a restorative act for the language which created 
Scotland - The National 
A future for Gaelic, medium to long term - The Herald 
Airbrushing Gaelic from Scotland’s story - Herald Scotland • 
Alasdair MacColla and Scotland’s Forgotten Gaelic History - The Tree of a Son of Skye blog 
AMONG FRIENDS: ‘Once you start the Gaelic language you can’t stop’ - The News 
Analyzing Language Shift: the Example of Scottish Gaelic (46 min. YouTube video) 
Anti-Gaelic Bingo - Emily McEwan blog 
Antipathy To The Irish Language Is A Legacy Of Colonialism - An Sionnach Fionn 

Behemoth, bully, thief: how the English language is taking over the planet - The Guardian • 
Bretons fight to save language from extinction - CNN • 
Brexit “disastrous” for Gaelic and Scots languages, warns European-wide campaigners - Herald 
Scotland 
Bringing an teanga Gaeilge to east Belfast - The Irish Times 
British 'linguaphobia' has deepened since Brexit vote, say experts - The Guardian 

Census study shows Caithness’s Gaelic past - BBC 
Could the dominance of English harm global scholarship? - BBC 
Comment: Despite abuse, this ‘dodo language’ won’t be going extinct - Edinburgh News • 
Cultural genocide: The Broken Harp, Identity and Language in Modern Ireland - The Irish Times 

Dating in Scottish Gaelic - scotglot.tumblr.com  
Do urban Gaeltachts produce a compromised Irish? - slugger o' toole 
Doctor’s quit threat over Fife Gaelic jibes - The Courier 
Drawing a Gaelic map of Glasgow makes you a fascist - wee ginger dug 

English is not normal - John McWhorter / Aeon • 

Filling The Gaelic Gap: Cultural Reclamation and Revival In The Diaspora - Scotclans 
First steps in Gaelic imperialism - Wee Ginger Dug blog 
Four Things That Happen When a Language Dies - Smithsonian 

Gaelic and historical consciousness - Radical Independence Dumfries & Galloway 
Gaelic language study sees decline in its heartland of the Outer Hebrides - The Herald 
Gaelic speakers map: Where in Scotland is Gaelic thriving? - The Scotsman • 
Gaelic: is it time to let it go? - The Courier 
Glasgow place names reveal dominance of language - The Herald • 
Government sets out bilingual bid - BBC 

Has Scotland betrayed its Gaelic heritage? - The Herald 
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https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20160405-the-bizarre-theft-of-a-celtic-sea-god
https://blog.historicenvironment.scot/2018/10/supernatural-creatures-scottish-folklore/
https://theweek.com/articles/462818/4-changes-english-subtle-hardly-notice-theyre-happening
https://www.vox.com/2015/3/3/8053521/25-maps-that-explain-english
https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/a-cure-has-been-found-for-irish-language-phobia-1.2556915
http://the-toast.net/2016/05/31/language-learning-decolonisation/
https://www.thenational.scot/news/14871672.wee-ginger-dug-a-gaelic-map-isnt-gaelic-imperialism-its-a-restorative-act-for-the-language-which-created-scotland/
https://www.thenational.scot/news/14871672.wee-ginger-dug-a-gaelic-map-isnt-gaelic-imperialism-its-a-restorative-act-for-the-language-which-created-scotland/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/opinion/13191414.a-future-for-gaelic-medium-to-long-term/
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/13415605.Airbrushing_Gaelic_from_Scotland_s_story/
https://sonofskye.wordpress.com/2015/03/07/alasdair-maccolla-and-scotlands-forgotten-gaelic-history/
https://www.ngnews.ca/lifestyles/among-friends-once-you-start-the-gaelic-language-you-cant-stop-293688
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaXgL8SNGKM
http://gaelic.co/anti-gaelic-bingo/
https://ansionnachfionn.com/2016/01/14/antipathy-to-the-irish-language-is-a-legacy-of-colonialism/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/jul/27/english-language-global-dominance
https://www.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/europe/12/11/brittany.language/index.html
http://www.heraldscotland.com/politics/14568512.Brexit__quot_disastrous_quot__for_Gaelic_and_Scots_languages__warns_European_wide_campaigners/
https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/bringing-an-teanga-gaeilge-to-east-belfast-1.2094285
https://amp.theguardian.com/books/2018/may/28/british-linguaphobia-has-deepened-since-brexit-vote-say-experts
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-highlands-islands-17515935
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-35282235
https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/news/opinion/comment-despite-abuse-this-dodo-language-won-t-be-going-extinct-1-4744238
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/cultural-genocide-the-broken-harp-identity-and-language-in-modern-ireland-by-tom%C3%A1s-mac-s%C3%ADom%C3%B3in-1.2299891
http://scotglot.tumblr.com/post/149744364240/dating-in-scottish-gaelic
https://sluggerotoole.com/2015/07/26/do-urban-gaeltachts-produce-a-compromised-irish/
https://www.thecourier.co.uk/news/local/fife/142640/doctors-quit-threat-over-fife-gaelic-jibes/
https://weegingerdug.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/drawing-a-gaelic-map-of-glasgow-makes-you-a-fascist/
https://aeon.co/essays/why-is-english-so-weirdly-different-from-other-languages
https://www.scotclans.com/filling-the-gaelic-gap-cultural-reclamation-and-revival-in-the-diaspora/
https://weegingerdug.wordpress.com/2017/02/20/first-steps-in-gaelic-imperialism/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/four-things-happen-when-language-dies-and-one-thing-you-can-do-help-180962188/
https://radicalindydg.wordpress.com/2016/05/10/gaelic-and-historical-consciousness/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/15590320.gaelic-language-study-sees-decline-in-its-heartland-of-the-outer-hebrides/
http://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle/gaelic-speakers-map-where-in-scotland-is-gaelic-thriving-1-3903467
https://www.thecourier.co.uk/news/local/142622/gaelic-is-it-time-to-let-it-go/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/homenews/20586096.glasgow-place-names-reveal-dominance-language/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/scotland/highlands_and_islands/7858978.stm?ad=1
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/13415569.has-scotland-betrayed-its-gaelic-heritage/
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How France stifles its regional languages - The Guardian 
How Ireland can save its native language - Irish Central • 
How the Irish language drove a wedge between Northern Ireland's Assembly - the journal 

I'm very proud that both my children will grow up fluent in our national language - Herald.ie 
Icelandic language battles threat of 'digital extinction' - The Guardian 
In the trenches of a language war - The Economist • 
Irish language: How use in Northern Ireland differs from Republic - Belfast Telegraph 
Is the Irish language important? - YouTube video 

Launch of groundbreaking Gaelic teacher training course - Stornoway Gazette 
Let dying languages die - Toronto Sun • 
Let's stop the blame game about learning Irish - the journal 
Linguistic imperialism alive and kicking - The Guardian 

Map: Where in Scotland does your surname come from? - The Scotsman 
Maps of Britain and Ireland’s ancient tribes, kingdoms and DNA - abroadintheyard.com 
Mother tongue: the lost inheritance of diaspora - Media Diversified • 
Museums of the mind: Why we should preserve endangered languages - Global Voices 

Navajo Presidential Race Shaken by Language Gap - NPR 
‘No bees, no honey; no work, no money’ – an introduction to Scottish work songs - Europeana Blog 
Northern Ireland Assembly divided by Irish language - BBC 

Occupy Your Brain: On Power, Knowledge, and the Re-Occupation of Common Sense - Films For Action 
On Language-Learning and the Decolonisation of the Mind - the-toast.net 
Over 80% of anti welsh language comments are from English people 36% live in Wales - Barn Cymro 
Blog 

People starting to speak Gaelic with a Weegie accent - deadline news 
Protestants go for Gaelic in Northern Ireland - aljazeera.com 

Radical action is needed to save Gaelic - The Herald 
Researchers create genetic map of the British Isles - medievalists.net 
Rise in number of young Gaelic-speaking Scots hailed by campaigners - STV News 

Scottish Gaelic Dialect Survey (maps of word use) - doug5181.wixsite.com 
Scottish Gaelic Is Not Dying, It Is Being Killed - An Sionnach Fionn 
Scotland Tonight: Is spending £25m on promoting Gaelic justifiable? - STV 
Scotland’s Language Myths - newsnet.scot 
Scotland’s unending battle - the news on sunday 
Speaking in tongues - Aeon • 
Storytelling empowers indigenous people to conserve their environments - mongabay  

Teachers to ditch English and use Gaelic only in six Western Isles schools - The Press and Journal • 
The government has a plan for Gaelic, and you won't believe what it is - Pavel Iosad blog 
The media’s attacks on the Welsh language are a product of insecurity and intolerance - 
Nation.Cymru • 
The Transformative Power of Myth and Folk Takes - folklorethursday.com 
Things people say to Irish speakers - YouTube video (beware of f-bomb) 
Too Old to Learn Gaelic? - Emily McEwan blog 

We speak Irish, but we’re pretty normal. We’re not Nazis. We’re not leprechauns - the journal 
What does the Scots language have to do with Scottish identity? - newstatesman.com 
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/18/how-france-stifles-regional-languages
https://www.irishcentral.com/opinion/others/save-irish-language
https://www.thejournal.ie/northern-ireland-irish-language-3179468-Jan2017/
https://www.herald.ie/news/im-very-proud-that-both-my-children-will-grow-up-fluent-in-our-national-language-34327224.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/feb/26/icelandic-language-battles-threat-of-digital-extinction
https://www.economist.com/news/christmas-specials/21591737-northern-irelands-devolved-government-driving-revival-irish-language-not
https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/irish-language-how-use-in-northern-ireland-differs-from-republic-31432600.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ownuljxqCHM
https://www.stornowaygazette.co.uk/news/launch-of-groundbreaking-gaelic-teacher-training-course-1-3711099
https://torontosun.com/2016/12/25/let-dying-languages-die
https://www.thejournal.ie/readme/let%E2%80%99s-stop-the-blame-game-about-learning-irish-1382723-Apr2014/
http://uardian.com/education/2012/mar/13/linguistic-imperialism-english-language-teaching
http://www.scotsman.com/heritage/people-places/map-where-in-scotland-does-your-surname-come-from-1-4078418
http://www.abroadintheyard.com/maps-britain-ireland-ancient-tribes-kingdoms-dna/
https://mediadiversified.org/2017/11/13/mother-tongue-the-lost-inheritance-of-diaspora/
https://globalvoices.org/2019/11/06/museums-of-the-mind-why-we-should-preserve-endangered-languages/
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2014/10/16/356627850/navajo-presidential-race-shaken-by-language-gap
https://blog.europeana.eu/2016/08/no-bees-no-honey-no-work-no-money-an-introduction-to-scottish-work-songs/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-38601181
https://www.filmsforaction.org/news/occupy-your-brain-on-power-knowledge-and-the-reoccupation-of-common-sense/
http://the-toast.net/2016/05/31/language-learning-decolonisation/
https://barncymro.blogspot.com/2017/07/over-80-of-anti-welsh-language-comments.html
http://www.deadlinenews.co.uk/2014/12/04/people-starting-to-speak-gaelic-with-a-weegie-accent/
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2014/04/protestants-go-gaelic-northern-ireland-2014423132641709630.html
https://www.heraldscotland.com/opinion/16181992.agenda-radical-action-is-needed-to-save-gaelic/
http://www.medievalists.net/2015/03/19/researchers-create-genetic-map-of-the-british-isles/
https://stv.tv/news/highlands-islands/1329777-rise-in-number-of-young-gaelic-speaking-scots-hailed-by-bord-na-gaidhlig/
http://doug5181.wixsite.com/sgdsmaps
https://ansionnachfionn.com/2018/04/26/scottish-gaelic-is-not-dying-it-is-being-killed/
https://stv.tv/news/scotland/242460-scotland-tonight-is-spending-25m-on-promoting-gaelic-justifiable/
http://newsnet.scot/?s=Scotland's+Language+Myths
http://tns.thenews.com.pk/scotlands-unending-battle/#.V_qOg6OZOP4
https://aeon.co/essays/a-monoglot-world-speaking-mongrel-english
https://news.mongabay.com/2017/11/storytelling-empowers-indigenous-people-to-conserve-their-environments/
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/483239/gaelic-to-be-main-language-at-six-western-isles-schools/
https://www.anghyflawn.net/blog/2017/dastardly-plan-gaelic/
https://nation.cymru/opinion/the-medias-attacks-on-the-welsh-language-are-a-product-of-insecurity-and-intolerance/
http://folklorethursday.com/creative-corner/transformative-power-myth-folk-tales/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYzzefJHmxA
http://gaelic.co/too-old/
https://www.thejournal.ie/readme/column-we-speak-irish-but-were-pretty-normal-were-not-nazis-were-not-leprechauns-3269195-Mar2017/
http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/devolution/2016/01/what-does-scots-language-have-do-scottish-identity
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What does the world lose when a language dies? - PBS Newshour 
Why does Gaelic make people so angry? - BBC 
Why is Irish language divisive issue in Northern Ireland - BBC 
Why is the Unicorn Scotland’s national animal? - The Scotsman 
Why minding our language is a priority - The Irish Times 
Writer claims Scotland’s history has been deliberately distorted by centuries of English oppression - 
The National 

Humor 

Lost in translation (Why Learn German?)  Humorous look at what happens when you use translation in 
advertising. 

Language Learning 

6 Secrets of Highly Effective Language Learners - Babbel 
8 Ways to Create Better Flashcards - Fluent Forever 
10 reasons why Irish is an absolutely awesome language (applies to Gaelic, too!) - Michal Mechura 

Being Bilingual Changes the Architecture of Your Brain - wired.com  
Being bilingual rewires the fundamental structure of your brain - Quartz • 
Being multilingual alters your experience of time - World Economic Forum • 
Bilingual kids have better literacy and concentration - Irish Examiner • 

Everyone has an accent - New York Times • 

Five Tips for Practicing Irish Daily - Bitesize Irish Podcast 
Fluent Forever Guide to Flashcards - Fluent Forever blog 

Here's when it gets more difficult to learn a new language, according to science - Business Insider 
How Exercise Could Help You Learn a New Language - New York Times 
How the language you speak changes your view of the world - The Conversation 
How to learn a new language (in 15-minute a day installments) - NBC News 
How to Learn a Language in 15 Minutes a Day - Travel+Leisure 
How to learn a new language: 7 secrets from TED Translators - TEDBlog 
How to Learn Scottish Gaelic - fluent in 3 months 
How to remember words when learning a language - lingholic 
How language shapes the way we think - TED Talks 

Is Bilingualism Really an Advantage? - The New Yorker 
Is it possible to forget your native language? - eurotalk blog 

Language and Human Nature, Steven Pinker - YouTube 
Language learning: what motivates us? - The Guardian 
Learning a language in later life: are you ever too old? - The Guardian 
Learning Scottish Gaelic in 90 Days - Mo’s Language Learning Journey 

Mistakes are the only way to learn a language - Matador Network 
MIT Scientists prove adults learn language to fluency nearly as well as children - Medium • 

The Best Gaelic Dictionary for You – And How To Use It - Gaelic.co blog 
The Gaelic Calendar - Scotclans 
The many reasons (32 so far) why we DON’T succeed in learning languages - fluent in 3 months • 
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https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/world-lose-language-dies
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-34126203
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-30517834
http://www.scotsman.com/heritage/people-places/why-is-the-unicorn-scotland-s-national-animal-1-3953188
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/why-minding-our-language-is-a-priority-1.1735268
http://www.thenational.scot/news/writer-claims-scotlands-history-has-been-deliberately-distorted-by-centuries-of-english-oppression.3635?
http://web.archive.org/web/20061212000232/http://www.exeter.ac.uk/german/abinitio/whygerm7.html
https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/6-secrets-of-highly-effective-language-learners
http://web.archive.org/web/20170527060715/https://fluent-forever.com/create-better-flashcards/
https://michmech.github.io/awesome-irish/
https://www.wired.com/2016/02/being-bilingual-changes-the-architecture-of-your-brain/
https://qz.com/618475/being-bilingual-rewires-the-fundamental-structure-of-your-brain/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/being-multilingual-alters-your-experience-of-time/
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-20470409.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/14/opinion/sunday/everyone-has-an-accent.html
https://www.bitesize.irish/blog/podcast012/
https://blog.fluent-forever.com/gallery/
https://www.businessinsider.com/learn-a-new-language-2018-4
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/16/well/move/how-exercise-could-help-you-learn-a-new-language.html
https://theconversation.com/how-the-language-you-speak-changes-your-view-of-the-world-40721
https://www.nbcnews.com/better/pop-culture/how-learn-new-language-15-minute-day-installments-ncna872776
https://www.travelandleisure.com/travel-tips/learn-another-language
https://blog.ted.com/how-to-learn-a-new-language-7-secrets-from-ted-translators/
https://www.fluentin3months.com/scottish-gaelic/
https://www.lingholic.com/how-to-remember-words-when-learning-a-language/
https://www.ted.com/talks/lera_boroditsky_how_language_shapes_the_way_we_think#t-840541
https://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/bilingual-advantage-aging-brain?mbid=social_facebook
https://eurotalk.com/blog/2015/09/21/is-it-possible-to-forget-your-native-language/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_kOzdRqC24
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2014/mar/19/language-learning-motivation-brain-teaching
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2015/mar/18/learning-a-language-in-later-life-are-you-ever-too-old
https://languagelearningjourney.wordpress.com/2015/05/27/add1challenge5-learning-scottish-gaelic-in-90-days/
https://matadornetwork.com/bnt/mistakes-way-learn-language/
https://medium.com/@chacon/mit-scientists-prove-adults-learn-language-to-fluency-nearly-as-well-as-children-1de888d1d45f
https://gaelic.co/gaelic-dictionary/
https://www.scotclans.com/the-gaelic-calendar/
https://www.fluentin3months.com/reasons/
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The time it takes to learn a new language depends on what you want to do with it - The Conversation 
• 
Translating Gender Identity in an Non-Binary World - The Language Blog 

WeSpeke Lets You Practice Languages By Speaking with Another Partner - lifehacker 
What happens in the brain when you learn a language? - The Guardian 
What's the best way to teach languages? - The Guardian 
What's the difference between Irish and Scottish Gaelic? - Bitesize Irish 

Don't get offended at me if you choose to read this one (note the comments to this post that 
comment on the poor translations). You'd have better luck looking in Am Faclair Beag. 
18 Sweary Scottish Gaelic Words You Need to Use Right Now - BuzzFeed 

Or this one: 
Willies, ghillies and horny Highlanders: Scottish Gaelic writing has a filthy past - The Conversation 

Miscellaneous 

2007: Why is it so hard to be rude in Gaelic? - The Herald • 
2018: ‘Outstanding’ early Gaelic manuscripts recognised in UNESCO register - The Herald • 
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https://theconversation.com/the-time-it-takes-to-learn-a-new-language-depends-on-what-you-want-to-do-with-it-92745
https://k-international.com/blog/translating-gender-identity-in-a-non-binary-world/
https://lifehacker.com/wespeke-lets-you-practice-langues-by-speaking-with-anot-1586095306
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2014/sep/04/what-happens-to-the-brain-language-learning
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2013/may/14/best-way-teach-language-schools
https://www.bitesize.irish/blog/irish-scottish-gaelic-differences/
https://www.buzzfeed.com/ninaglencross/fanaidh-balaichean
https://theconversation.com/willies-ghillies-and-horny-highlanders-scottish-gaelic-writing-has-a-filthy-past-85506
https://www.heraldscotland.com/default_content/12772799.hard-rude-gaelic/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/16280017.outstanding-early-gaelic-manuscripts-recognised-in-unesco-register/
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